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Debate Team

The JMM debate team consists of
4 seniors (Brendan Caldwell, Lingran Kong, Yi Yi, Valerie Shen), 5
juniors (Nancy Gu, Jessica Chen,
Michelle Yang, Tenzin Lendey,
Arjun Seshadri), , 4 sophomores
(Abhilash Sandireddy, Kevin Chen,
Issac Hoffman, Priya Kalluri), 3
freshmen (Sohil Shah, Charles He,
Patrick McNulty). These dedicated
debaters spend hours of their own
time during the weekdays writing and fixing cases, researching
and finding evidence, practicing,
and coaching with Timothy Scheffler, a local lawyer that has generously donated his own time. Every
Greetings Spartan Fans! The basketball season is creeping up on
weekend from mid-September to
us and that only means one thing, it’s time to gear up. There are some
mid-February (exceptions being
simple guidelines that you need to follow to be a contributer of the wellThanksgiving and New Year),
known DahmeNation.
these students have competed and
First off, if you’re not already a member of the facebook group
will continue to compete at various
“James Madison Memorial Basketball Fans”, request to join it. The
debate tournaments in Wisconsin
group has everything you need to know about Memorial Basketball
and across the U.S. (MN, IL, CA,
including the schedule, themes, cheers,
and MA). Due to their hard work
updates, and much more. By joining
and perseverance, JMM debaters
the group, you will receive message uphave been extremely successful.
dates about upcoming games and other
Out of the 6 instate tournaments
news about the team. All true fans need
Memorial has attended, they
to join the group.
have produced 1 quarterfinalist, 5
Also, an alternative route to find
semifinalists, 1 runner-up, and 2
out what the latest news is on the JMM
championships in Public Forum
student section is to use the buddy
(PF) debate (2 person team desystem. Spread the word when you hear it. Listen up to the morning anbate over current events), as well
nouncements for any updates and show up to pregame tailgates. Do this
as 2 quarterfinalists, 5 semifinaland there is no stopping a powerhouse student section at JMM.
ists, 2 runner ups, 4 championSo thats how to be a solid member of the DahmeNation in a
ships in Lincoln Douglas Debate
nutshell. And a true spartan fan doesn’t stop at basketball. We will be
(single person debates based on
sending out updates for various hockey games as well. Also try to make
philosophy and moral issues) .On
it to some girls basketball games and boys swim meets to show the state
the national circuit, JMM has
what were about here at JMM. Go Spartans!
also been well-represented. At a
-Luke Galle prestigious national circuit tournament in Iowa, out of a field of 102
LDers from more than 18 different
states, Brendan Caldwell reached
the double-octo finals, being one of
the only four Wisconsin LDers to
make it past preliminary rounds at
a national circuit competition in the
past five years. At the Minneapple
Tournament in Apple Valley, MN,
with a field of 64 teams, PF teams
JMM YY (Michelle Yang & Yi Yi)
and JMM KS (Lingran Kong and
Valerie Shen), made it past prelims to double-octafinals and both
eventually made it to quarterfinals,
after defeating teams from MN,
IA, VA, and AL. Their showing
was the most successful ever by a
Wisconsin team in PF at a national
Photo by Rongjie Lu. (front row) Patrick McNulty, Issac Hoffman, Bren- invitational. With The Glenbrooks
dan Caldwell, Nancy Gu, (middle row) Sohil Shah, Priya Kalluri, MiDebate Tournament (the largest
chelle Yang, Valerie Shen, Yi Yi, (back row) Charles He, Arjun Seshadri,
speech/debate tournament of the
Tenzin Lendey, Lingran Kong, Jessica Chen
nation), State, National Qualifiers,
Stanford University Debate Tournament, Berkeley Debate Tournament, and more ahead, best of luck
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The
Sword &
Shield Adds a
Mission Statement

“The Sword & Shield is a studentcreated, student-run newspaper
designed to give a voice to the
Madison Memorial High School
student body. The staff aims to create an informative and entertaining
newspaper that focuses on issues
important to our high school community.”
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FOREVER XXI

New Club Alert! Pancake Club

Just can’t seem to find meaning in going to school Monday mornings
anymore? There’s no need to search any longer. The Pancake Club meets
after school every Monday in room 803 to make and eat breakfast in the
afternoon. The Pancake Club is operated by MacKenzie McDermit and
advised by Ms. Glaaser. The club is open to everyone – “literally everyone,” one person tells me as she points to two guys from Middleton skipping football practice – as long as they pay the $3.00 membership fee.
The Pancake Club encourages imagination and individuality, as seen
from their ideas about future pancake days. The list ranges from ordinary
ingredients such as chocolate chip and peanut butter to unique – almost
strange – ideas of frosted flake and spaghetti pancakes. Another idea the
Pancake Club is entertaining is the “French pancake.” To find out what
that specialty entitles, you’ll have to visit the Pancake Club next Monday.
Over pancakes, members are free to converse with each other about any
number of topics – from philosophy to AP Biology. Charles Xu’s friends
laugh as he contemplates the meaning of life: “Life is like a pancake. If
it you eat it, it’s gone.” Other members stick to less ‘out there’ topics and
focus more on strengthening relationships through the mutual enjoyment
of syrupy pancakes. Either way, “it makes my Monday,” according to
regular attendee, Abby Mitchell, and it’ll make yours too.
--Nancy Gu

If anyone went to West
Towne Mall on October 10, they
were bound to have seen countless
teenagers rushing to shop at the
mall’s newest addition. Forever
21, a popular apparel chain store
aimed towards teenage consumers,
now occupies Steve & Barry’s old
location and drew in hundreds of
customers on Saturday. The checkout lines were hours long, but the
huge size of the store (it’s the largest non-anchor store in the mall)
and its variety of merchandise
made for an excellent shopping
experience. One student who went
there exclaimed that she “absolutely loved it,” while another
“nearly cried from its awesomeness.” Forever 21 offers a variety
of merchandise, including clothes,
shoes, and jewelry. The prices are
usually quite low—for example,
a simple solid-colored tank top
sells for only $3.50. However,
some other merchandise can be
quite expensive compared to other
stores; one gray tunic cost almost

$30. Forever 21’s
return policy is unusual in that any
returns will result in store credit
only. If you want cute, fashion-forward clothing and accessories, be
sure to stop by Forever 21 sometime!
--Catherine Turng

SENIOR LIFE

There is one question I
dread being asked more than any
other, and unfortunately, it is asked
constantly. At family gatherings
or community events, I feel as if I
am merely repeating myself over
and over again. Although it may
have several variations, the Question of the Year seems to be “what
are your plans for college?” Most
of the time I answer politely with a
Pancake Cllub Fun few schools I am applying to, but
after 10 responses, it gets a little
old. The reality is that I don’t know
I can’t speak for all ninth graders when I say entering high school where I am going to school next
was like trying out that bike without training wheels for the first time.
year, or even what I will be studyAfter these few weeks of studying hard for tests and spending hours doing. Every time I am asked about
ing homework, I feel I’m only beginning to grip the big picture of 9th
my plans, the stress of uncertainty
grade and high school. With everything coming up, it only gets harder to about such an important decision
stay focused on school and away from Facebook, but I’ve noticed being
enters my mind. It can be difficult
involved with sports really helps me with academics. I recommend anynot to be extremely jealous of
one to try out for a sport; it’s challenging but has so many benefits. It’s
people like Emily Rosenthal and
amazing how many friends one can make when one is involved in sports. Michael Drives, who have already
I think we can all agree that the transition from middle school to high
accepted their admission (at Iowa
school isn’t easy, but being able to go out to lunch and hang out with
State and West Point, respectively).
friends makes it much more enjoyable. Eating out a couple days a week
For the rest of us, answers about
is really fun until the money seems to disappear. Eating cold lunches for
our futures will continue to be
a while shouldn’t be so bad. The study sessions for ISP definitely take a
vague, possibly until April.
load off of school stress; plus, four-day weekends never hurt! Of course
In my opinion, one of the
it’s no fun being a freshman –bottom of the food chain- but, I can confimost stressful aspects about selectdently assume high school has more in store for all of us.
ing a college is that you can never
--Jessi Ford really know if you are picking the
‘right’ school. So many factors
that are impossible to foresee can
make or break your experience,
Stefan Schiltz, a member of Spartan Youth Service, is selling colorful
and the people who are going to be
tie dye shirts to raise money for the construction of wells in Africa. According to Stefan, “More than half of Africa’s people lack access to safe changing your life over the next 2
drinking water.” By purchasing a shirt for ten dollars, you would supply to 4 years will be unique at every
school. Picking a school is an im“clean water to a child for four to five years.”
portant decision, but it is also one
More than fifty shirts have already been sold; however, Stefan is deteryou have to make without all of the
mined to sell more, and build as many wells as possible. He states that
information. I guess there is some
“we aren’t building just a well, but a beacon of hope.”
comfort in knowing that there
To buy a shirt, talk to Stefan. If you don’t know him personally, stop
can’t ever be the ‘right’ decision.
by at one of the Spartan Youth Service meetings on Wednesdays after
Whether I end up at Madison or the
school in the Fish Bowl. He has blonde hair – and will probably be
University of Arizona, I know that
wearing a tie dye shirt.
-- Maya Dorje

Frosh Splosh

‘A Beacon of Hope’
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I will end up with a respectable
education and the acquaintance of
many wonderful people.
If you are worried about
getting accepted into a school,
please remember that where you go
to college will not ruin your life.
I know rejection is disappointing
and feels like a slap in the face, but
it could turn out well. Studies find
that students achieving on the same
level in high school had similar
levels of success no matter if they
went to Harvard or a local public
university. Don’t give up on college just because you were not accepted. Give another school a try,
and do your best to succeed there
instead.
I guess in general the best
advice I can give you about the
college admission and selection
process is not to freak out. Get
your applications for housing and
financial aid done right when you
get them so they don’t mysteriously disappear among all the other
college literature. Meet up with
our fabulous guidance counselors
to make sure you are on top of
all deadlines. Talk to people who
go to the schools you are looking
at and ask what they think about
the classes, which dorms are the
‘party’ dorms, why they chose
that school, etc. Email a professor if you have questions (this also
makes you look more interested in
the school and gives you connections if you decide to go there). But
most of all, relax. Do the work as
it comes, remember that wherever
you end up, you can succeed, and
have fun! The future is coming, but
this is still senior year.
--Mikaela Weisse

Astrological Horoscope

Disclaimer: These horoscopes are for entertainment purposes only. The
Sword & Shield will not be held responsible for anyone who believes
they can defy the laws of physics or makes an idiot out of themselves.
We will also not be held responsible for any false predictions. We will,
however, take full credit for any predictions that do come true.

The Greatest Gifts of All

ORANGE DROP COOKIES

By Seama Rezai
2/3 c. shortening (Crisco)
3/4 c. sugar
1 egg
2 c. flour
1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. soda
1/2 tsp. salt
1/2 c. orange juice
2 tbsp. grated orange rind
Cream shortening, sugar and egg
until light and fluffy. Add juice and
peel. Add sifted dry ingredients and
mix just until combined. Drop by
rounded teaspoonful 2 inches apart.
Bake at 375 for 10 to 12 minutes.
Frost cooled cookies.
FROSTING:
2 1/2 tbsp. butter
1 1/2 tbsp. orange juice
1 to 2 tbsp. orange peel (grated)
1 1/2 c. powdered sugar

MEMORIAL STUDENT
ART SHOW
& HOLIDAY ART SALE

The Memorial Student Art
Show and the 6th Annual Holiday
Art Sale both open on Wednesday
eve, December 16 from 6-8pm.
The Art Gallery and the CRC will
be the respective locations for both
events.
The Student Art Show will
feature the talents and creativity
of Memorial students from all of
our current Semester 1 art classes.
This show celebrates the risk-taking, the innovation, the ideas, the
content and the effective use of
design by students in all the mediums we teach at Memorial. Please
come by to view the show, meet
some of the artists and enjoy the
spirit of the event and the time of
year. Please contact a Memorial
Art Teacher if you have any questions. Please check the school
website to see the posted pictures
from this event.
The 6th Annual Holiday
Art Sale is a very popular event
at Memorial. The opening is on
Wednesday evening (12/16) and
all day Thursday and Friday (12/17
and 12/18). Many types of artists
(students, parents, teachers and
professionals) in many types of
mediums (glass, clay, photography,
textiles, weaving, drawing, painting,...) present quality art at very
fair prices. For questions related to
the sale, please contact Geof Herman herman@madison.k12.wi.us.

The holiday season is often
extremely stressful as people
struggle to fit in shopping time in
their already hectic schedules. To
make matters worse, it’s hard to
know what to get for your mother,
best friend, and boss. Fortunately
there are alternates to purchasing
a gift for your loved ones: Instead
of puzzling over what to buy in
the crowded mall, make your own
presents or donate money to a
charity.
Homemade gifts are not
only inexpensive and personal,
but they can be quite easy and
quick to make. There is a variety
of items that you can create for a
friend or family member. Origami
makes for a gorgeous decoration,
perfect for people who love pretty
things. A homemade frame made
out of Popsicle sticks is cute and
easy. Add a photo of you with the
recipient for an especially personal touch. Other special projects
that you can do include making a
scrapbook or cute ornaments for
next year’s Christmas tree. Are
you more of a cook? Whipping up
somebody’s favorite dish is a great
present—I would love to receive
cookies or cupcakes on the holidays.
If you’re too busy to make
a present, a simple donation to
somebody’s favorite charity is
perhaps one of the greatest and
easiest gifts you can give. It only
takes a few minutes to donate
some money to a charity, especially if you go online. Can’t think
of a gift for an animal lover? I’m
sure he or she would appreciate
a donation to the World Wildlife
Fund. Got a friend that loves kids?
Donate some money to UNICEF.
Not only will the recipient appreciate the heartfelt donation in his or
her name, but some other person
or people will benefit greatly from
your generosity. After all, that is
the point of holidays—to give and
to love.
--Catherine Turng

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Knock it off. Just knock it off. Don’t pretend like you don’t
know what I’m talking about. Just knock it off.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
You forgot something. Luckily you still can’t remember.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Your mountain of old mail is reaching dangerous heights.
Pets and small children could be in danger.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Here are the answers to the questions that have been plaguing you: yes, only once in a while, it’s all in your head.
Leo (July 23-August 22)
Eat slowly or the Heimlich maneuver is in your future.
Virgo (August 23-September 22)
Make sure your windows are rolled up before yelling at
people in traffic.
Libra (September 23-October 22)
You are an idiot magnet today.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
You are out of answers. Avoid questions.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
A watched pot may not boil, but if you leave it totally unattended for long periods of time you can start a fire.
Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
Today you will be plagued by déjà vu.
Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
You’re swimming up stream, Aquarius, and you don’t even
own a paddle. You’re screwed.
By: Nancy Gu

To Sudoku or not to Sudoku?
Number puzzles first appeared
in newspapers in the late 19th
century, when French puzzle
setters began experimenting with
removing numbers from magic
squares. There are some who
think Sudoku is the only reason
students look at the school paper.
What do you think? Should the
Sword & Shield get rid of Sudoku
or keep it? Post your thoughts on
the Sword & Shield Fan page on
Facebook or send a message to
jmmswordn.shield@gmail.com!

Comic Relief
Up, up...
And AWA...Oof!
...Stupid editorial
restrictions...
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Zack Meixner

ARTIST OF THE MONTH
HOLLI DONOVAN-- JMM photography
student. Holli was accepted to UW-M’s
Peck School of Art but is holding out for
Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design, MIAD.
Hopefully you saw her artwork on display in
the showcase near the Foods room. Holli is
JMM’s artist of the month. You can find her
in the photo lab!

(left) Portrait shoot of a friend.
(above) Concept piece on “Gluttony”
using Mrs. Ford’s stacks of Starbucks
cups, so it’s her favorite.

Sword & Shield would like to feature your art
work! Contact Mrs. Ford or Yi Yi if interested.

New Moon: If you don’t like/care about
New Moon, don’t read this.

Kristen:
Kristen was decent, and if you
know me at all, that means a lot.
She didn’t do that incessant head
shaking thing that drove me up a
wall in Twilight. She was actually
tanner than Rob! Although now
that he looks like a vamp, he’s
lost any attractiveness that was
captured formerly. One genuinely
nice thing I can say is that I really loved her top at the end of the
movie whilst they were in Italy.
Rob:
His beauty shot at the beginning
made me fall over laughing. I
mean really guys? The way they
subtly changed his wardrobe to
mostly blacks and grays was not
lost. It mirrored his depression
effectively with out being obvious.
Overall he did a better job than
in Twilight. Remember the scene
when Bella walk into the biology
room for the first time? Can you
say OVER ACTING?! He and
Kevin Jonas would get along well.
Despite the pandemonium circling
around him, I am team Jacob and
will be forever, if you couldn’t tell
by the disproportionate size of the
sections on Rob and Taylor. Rob’s
teeth were seriously messed up
due to the retainer they made him
wear that he actually didn’t wear.
If you look very closely one of his
top front teeth in the right (from
the point of view of watching the
movie) is slightly in front of the
others. Don’t hate, you know I
have OCD :)
Taylor:
The way they developed Jake and
Bella’s relationship was as good
as we could have expected seeing as they couldn’t capture Jacob
getting taller and muscling up. My
only objection is there was never a
‘friends’ period. It was pure sexual
tension right from the get go and
the friends period was a crucial
part of the book. I was please at
the reference to anabolic steroids
seeing as it would have been nearly impossible for Taylor Lautner to
put on 30 pounds of muscle with
out the use of something like that.

I don’t know how many of you lift
weights on a regular basis or have
done any research into this topic,
but if a guy can put on 5 pounds of
pure muscle in two months, that is
seen as a huge deal. Seeing as Taylor put on 30 (reportedly... I don’t
believe it) in less that six months,
there are only two options: 1. He
took liberal amounts of steroids. 2.
He’s lying/exaggerating. Okay so
don’t shoot me for saying this, but
I thoroughly enjoyed his long hair.
It was miles and miles better that
the atrocious wig in Twilight...
just thinking about it makes me
cringe... The scene when Bella
came to see what was going on
with Jake was interesting, because
she slapped Paul and she didn’t do
any damage to herself, whereas in
Eclipse when she punches Jacob,
she splinters her knuckles. And did
any of you guys notice how oddly
Taylor was walking? I suspect he
hurt something because normally
that is not how he walks... The
motorcycle scene also made me
laugh because his first instinct
when some one gets hurt is to take
off his shirt! Legit LOL. When the
shirt finally came off, I am please
to say I did indeed shout “Finally!”
and started clapping. (Other people
clapped to… I’m not that weird)
Plot:
Well...um...yeah about that... It
was again, as close as we could
have expected. There were a few
things that were blatantly wrong,
but over all not too bad. The scene
foreshadowing Bella as a vamp
was RIDICULOUS, and not in the
good way. Whoever’s idea that
was needs to be forced to sit in a
room with cow poo and be made
to watch that scene over and over
and over for like a year, which is
what I will be doing minus the
cow poo. They messed up my
favorite line of the book (Thanks
Melissa!) which pissed me off, but
other than that, no major objections. The ending was genius.
Even if we didn’t compare it to
the ending of Twilight, which is

totally impossible seeing as Edward would have heard Victoria’s
thoughts and smelled her, it was
great. Good thing we only have to
wait 7 months for Eclipse.
CG:
The sparkling was the same...?
To which I am confused... but
whatever. The CG with the wolves
wasn’t too bad, but I wouldn’t expect anything else for $150 million
dollars.
Music: Eh. Be My Escape should
have been on there. Nothing else
need be said.
Wolf Pack: Love them. Chaske
looks a little too old to be 19, but
other than that they were fab. I really loved how they showed such a
dramatic transformation with Quil
and Embry, that is how astounding
Jacob’s change should have been.
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Cullens: Emmett. Made. My. Life.
I know I frequently say that about

super inconsequential things…
this is another one of those times.
:) Despite my love for Emmett,
his lines always seem very out of
place. I know he is supposed to
be the comic relief because, other
than Billy Burke, there isn’t much,
but it seemed too out of left field.
Ashley actually acted this time.
She delivered he lines without
sounding... pained.
Volturi: Having been under the
false impression that it was pronounced VOL-CHU-RI for 3
years didn’t make this any easier.
Caius! hahah <3 Jamie CB. Aro
was perfect. No joke. Perfect.
Probably the only perfect aspect.
He lulled us into a false sense of
security which is what he does in
the books. Jane was a total bamf.
Loved her. Usually I don’t really
like Dakota Fanning, but she was
good in this.
--Tia Das

JMM Swimming 2009 CAPTAINS CLUB
The 2009 Memorial girls
swim season has been another one
for the record books. Since the
1970’s, winning has been a tradition for our team, and although
swimming may not be the most
popular spectator sport at Memorial, expectations were high. After
loosing a very talented group of
seniors the previous year, we were
looking forward to a challenging
season. In August we began to lay
down the groundwork for a great
year as we conditioned ourselves
and began competing. At the Eau
Claire relay invite we took first
place, and defeated rivals West in
our first dual meet. School began,
and with two practices per day,
we were working harder than
ever. Our team traveled next to
Minnesota to race many talented
Minnesota teams, and have a great
time spending the night in the twin
cities and watching Disney movies on the bus. In Minnesota our
Junior Varsity came in first place,
and our Varsity took third place.
In October, Memorial hosted the Wisconsin Invite, our first
real test against the top teams in
the State such as Arrowhead, East,
and Badger Big Foot. Battling
through a long prelims and finals
meet, we took second place. As the
end of the season approached, we
finished up our dual meets undefeated, for the fifth year in the row,
leaving us with a dual meet record
of 45-0 over five seasons! At the
Spartan Invite, JV’s final meet of
the season, our Junior Varsity took
first, winning by over a hundred
points. Next, on Halloween, our
varsity competed at the Big 8
Conference meet, winning JMM’s
25th Big 8 Conference title. The
following weekend was Sectionals, where in addition to winning
the meet; we qualified 12 individuals, and 3 relays for state. The state
meet came the next weekend, and
was an extremely exciting meet for
the whole team. Memorial made a
great showing at state, including

Jackie Powel & Dana Johnson

Our Captains created 24 Thanksgiving baskets for the folks at the
Allied Center & Allied families in
need this Holiday-- over $1800 of
food. Memorial kids giving back to
the community is awesome!!

Spartan Nation 2009

The Spartan football team of 2009
enjoyed a very successful season.
The players and the coaches’ expectations throughout the season
remained the same and this played
a key part in our success. There
were a few bumps along the way,
but the team kept it together and
moved along, because there was no
reason why a loss early on in the
season should hold us back from
achieving our long term goal of
making the playoffs. Things moved
along smoothly half way through
the season, because I think we got
rid of the bad taste of last year’s
loss, and as a team we believed
in our selves and we grew more
confident. As the season got close
to the end, the focus between the
players and the coaching staff was
absolute parallel. We have now
started a tradition, and there is no
stopping us. The coaches have
chosen great leaders as captains,
and they lead this team to victory
in there own special ways. I wish
next years team best of luck, and
lets keep building this tradition.
- Zahid Azimulla # 40

The 2009-10 Boys Hockey
Team Roster
Gabe Bosben
Ryan Mather
Shaughn Dean
Eric Zwaska
Sam Riese
AJ Larson
David Luciani
Andy Greene
Brett Wise
Felix Braun
Paul Burkhardt
Thomas O’Keefe
Jamy Dennis
Vladi Bouriakov
Brian Floyd
Marc Joyce
Danny Ritchie
Jared Karns
Ryan Lashua
Chris Ousley

Volleyball 2009

The girls’ varsity volleyball
team started off the season strong,
defeating West in a thrilling fivegame match. Led by five seniors,
including captains Tori Nelson and
Emily Franz, the team, which also
consisted of seven juniors and two
sophomores, had a successful season. Although they faced many illnesses and a few injuries, the girls
had a blast during the awesome
dress-up days and many delicious
team dinners. Not only did the girls
have fun and play well together,
they also hosted the Conference
Tournament in support of the Susan G. Kommen Race for the Cure.
It was a very successful event, one
the team is proud of. Finally, the
girls would like to thank all of the
coaches for the incredible amount
of time they dedicated to the team,
as well as the boys’ volleyball team
for their support at many games
this season.
--Emily Franz

Emily Franz, Tia Vacarro, Greta Gors, Tessa Dorrestyen, Taryn Olson,
Tori Nelson, Dominique Golz, Rachel Ellenbecker, Coach Frontier, (front
row) Jamesetta Davis (manager), Katie Snell, Sarah Grohoiski, Brittany
Aselimann, Jillian Joslin, Chloe Thiessen, Bailey Murphy (manager)

(captions in bold)

Managers:
Grace Jones
Carly Dawson
Olivia Hodgkiss
two individual wins, many
swims in the top 16, 4th place in
the 200 Medley relay, 6th place
in the 200 freestyle relay, and 4th
place in the 400 freestyle relay.
Overall, our team went
from expected 7th place to 5th
place, and gained 49 points from
our predicted score. Aside from
competing, the JMM Swimmin’
Women had ridiculous amount of
fun working hard and laughing
together, having crazy dress up
days, sleepovers, and potlucks, and
overall becoming great friends.
Best of Luck next year ladies!
-- Dana Johnson
Photo from Mr. JohnsonSectionals Swimmers
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SPORTS continued...

Boys
&
Girls
Cross
Country
2009
Interview with Casey Hopp & Paul Chellevold, JMM’s Cross Country Coaches

As fall ends and winter
begins, many people in JMM are
switching from their fall sports to
winter sports. One sport that many
are switching from is cross country. I recently talked to Casey Hopp
and Paul Chellevold, the coaches
for the boys’ and girls’ team respectively, and got to know more
about it.
Me: So,
what is cross
country?
Casey: Cross
Country is a
long distance running sport, where
athletes compete in distances of
5000 meters, training a lot on grass
and off roads. It’s a great opportunity for kids to all compete in the
same distance and have same opportunity to prepare themselves for
meets and see who is the fastest.
Me: How many people are running
cross country?
Paul: Our girls’ team consists of 60
members, 2 managers, and couple
assistant coaches.
Casey: Our boys’ team has 54
members on it with 2 coaches.
Me: How does a typical practice
day look like?
Casey: Boys practice 6 days a
week, with 2 of those days being
workouts and 1 being a meet. The
rest of the days are mileage days,
with boys running 3 to 9 miles.
Workouts days usually add up to
11 miles.
Paul: The girls practice generally
5 days a week, and with meets on
Saturdays it’s 6. For some experienced Varsity girls, they can go 7
days a week. Mileage is different
for each person, depending on age,
ability, and experience.
Me: How does a typical meet look
like?
Casey: We usually arrive to the
meet an hour and half before the
race, and warm up before we run.
There are Varsity level and Junior
Varsity level races, and for some
of our meets, we have some grade
level events. The boys all race on

the same course but at different
times.
Paul: The girls’ meets are a little
different. We start at about 6 in the
morning, in what we call “dress
up day”, so they are showing their
school spirits the second they wake
up. It’ll last through classes and
unto the bus to the meets. We do a
lot as a team, which is really neat,
so it’s a team togetherness that we
do. We race 4000 meters, and everyone will walk the course before,
so we usually arrive two hours
before the meet.
Me: Is there any activities that the
team does outside of school?
Casey: For weekend meets, the
teams have potlucks where both
boys and girls get together and
share some good foods and good
times hanging out at one of the
captain’s house.
Me: How have the teams done so
far this season?
Casey: The boys’ team is having a
pretty successful year this year. We
are very competitive at conference,
where we see a lot of the same
teams. Currently, we are ranked in
state along with 4 other teams in
our conference.
Paul: Oh the girls’ side of things,
our team is doing great. With 29
freshmen out of 60, a lot of girls
are going through this the first
time, so there are some wide eyes
at some of the meets.
Me: How do you hope to end the
season?
Casey: We are
starting the
championship
run with the
city meet then
conference
and sectionals. We look to be the top three in
each meet, and hoping that we can
compete with some of the other
teams in the state. Ideally we’d like
to finish in the top two at sectionals
and see if we can compete at state
like we did in 1994.
Paul: And the girls’ side of things,
we are trying to go through the

Vikings vs. Packers:
Round 2

Their teams meeting for
the second time this season, Vikings and Packers fans were ready
season. We have a lot of injuries,
for the much-anticipated shootout
so we are trying to get through the
season healthy. Many freshmen are between the two best teams in
the NFC North. Former Packerinjured and since this is their first
year, it probably doesn’t mean any- turned-Viking Brett Favre was
thing. Like Casey said, we hope to greeted with a chorus of boos as he
returned to play his former team
finish in the top 3 at city and sectional, and for the conference meet, at Lambeau Field. The first half
we have 4 teams that are ranked in shocked many, as Brett Favre led
the Vikings in a romp of his old
the state so we are shooting for a
team, posting a 17-3 lead at halftop 5 finish.
time. This was mostly due to the
Me: What would you say to people Packers inability to protect quarwho are interested in cross country terback Aaron Rodgers from the
hands of Vikings defenders, who
next year?
managed to sack Rodgers a total of
6 times throughout the game. In
Casey: I
the second half, the Packers got
think cross
their game together and began to
country is a
score more points. Whether it was
good sport
because of something Mike Mcfor any
Carthy said at halftime or some
athlete. It
other reason, their offense started
takes will
and desire to do this sport, and you to click as Rodgers was able to
get as much out of this sport as you complete more passes with more
time to choose a wide receiver to
put in. We have a lot of kids who
have done other sports and decided throw to. On one completion, Rodgers moved up the field 30 yards,
that they don’t want to do that, so
almost as many yards as Green
they do cross country and have a
Bay was able to get the whole first
lot of success. Even though you
half. After the field goal that ended
are doing a lot of individual stuff,
you have 60 other athletes who are the drive, on the very next kickoff
return, the Vikings fumbled the
helping you along, so it’s a good
ball, and the Packers recovered
experience.
it to set up a touchdown drive, to
cut down the lead to 13 points.
Paul: Yeah, I think the big thing
Then, the Packers defense almost
is team camaraderie. We are a no
intercepted Favre twice, blockcut team so we’ll take anybody of
ing two of his attempted passes
any level as long as they follow
to force the Vikings to punt once
the procedures and policies of the
again. When Rodgers got the
team. Cross country is a sport that
ball back again, he set up a drive
taps potential; we’ve seen some
that- you guessed it- ended up with
people who don’t look like great
a 5 yard touchdown pass to Spenrunners, but turn out to be great
cer Havner, reducing Minnesota’s
runners, and have great careers in
cross country. We have spots on the lead to merely 4 points. With the
momentum changing, the Vikings’
team for just about anybody.
Percy Harvin pulled off a huge
Me: All right, thank you very much kickoff return to shift some of the
momentum back to the Vikings and
for your time.
to set up another touchdown pass
from Favre, this time to Jeff DuAfter meeting with the coaches,
the boys’ team went on and placed gan. Although Rodgers responded
with a touchdown of his own, Fa2nd in conference and then 1st in
sectionals. In state at DeForest, the vre sealed up the game with a final
touchdown pass to Bernard Berrian
boys ran a great race, ending up
with just under 4 minutes left in the
with an impressive 6th place. The
game.
girls placed 7th at conference and
--William Xiang
then 7th at sectionals, barely missFinal Score: Vikings over Packers,
ing state. Emma Crawford made
state as an individual, and received 38 to 26
Sources: TV, and www.nfl.com
63rd place.
--Steve Wang

Photos by Tia Das. (Left) Prashant
Prabakaran and Jordan Black at
State. (Center) Emma Crawford at
State. (Right) Girls Cross Country
at the City Meet.
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SPORTS continued...
Favre: Strong in
Purple

Brett Favre has created
some attention for himself in the
great state of Wisconsin, for both
Packer fans and those whom which
we share a mutual animosity.
Brett Favre, after signing with the
Minnesota Vikings, seems to be
playing some of the best football
of his career. Favre has thrown for
sixteen touchdowns and for almost
2000 yards in the purple uniform,
but have made Packer fans uncomfortable and furious. The Vikings
are now 7-1, possessing the second
best record in the NFC. However,
most Packer fans show distaste
for Favre because of the sweeps
he made at the Metrodome and at
Lambeau. Packer fans are angry,
but are also feeling heartache with
the absence of their idolized quarterback. The Packers are having a
great season as well, with a record
of 4-3 and a quarterback who was
recently named the Offensive
Player of October. Although Aaron
Rodgers has been able to get the
job done on the field, Favre’s experience is too much for the Packers
to handle. Favre can’t take all the
credit for Minnesota’s exceptional
season, because Adrian Peterson’s
rushing dominance and their
relentless defense have caused the
purple jerseys to go strong. But,
even on the receiving team, players
like Bernard Berrian and Sidney
Rice are proving to be better than
players like Terrell Owens and

Randy Moss. Sidney Rice has had
two 100+ yard games during the
first 8 games of the season. Clearly,
Brett Favre has been playing excellent football in Minnesota with his
balanced and powerful attack.
Brett Favre has decimated
his Green Bay reputation with the
trade to the Minnesota Vikings, because of the disrespect Packer fans
believe he has given the Green Bay
jersey. However, much of this hatred comes from the lack of Favre
and the great legacy that he built in
Green Bay. All those records that
the number four has shattered in
Green Bay almost mean nothing
because of his new team. Brett Favre’s fans, now against him, seem
to have almost illustrated the weakness and strength of faithfulness
that fans have for their players and
teams. We are clearly able to see
the loyalty towards the Packers that
many fans have managed to keep,
despite the hole that was created in
his absence. On the other hand, we
see how Minnesota fans have so
easily adapted to having their once
arch nemesis, turn into their knight
in shining armor. Although football
has devoted fans and a strong sense
of team, Favre has managed to create a tear in the fabric that we call
fan loyalty. In the end, the horizon
looks clean and somewhat pain
free for Favre. Perhaps, when Brett
Favre becomes indicted into the
Football Hall of Fame he will be
seen as a hero for what really matters: his ability as a football player.
-- Sohil Shah

Breakfast, is it necessary?

Is Breakfast actually necessary? This might seem like a moronic
question with authorities always pressing that we need to eat breakfast
everyday. I guess, the more important question is: how many of us actually listen? It’s quite easy to skip breakfast when you sleep in after you
press snooze on the alarm ten times. I’ve experimented with this and,
like many bad habits, if done occasionally, causes no harm, but if done
repeatedly, results in great damage.
You’re likely to become tired without breakfast, as your brain
and body run low on fuel. When you arrive at school, you might stop at
the school store to grab some coffee and a sugary snack to wake up, but
by lunch time, you’ll still be very hungry, grumpy, and perhaps prone to
making an unhealthy choice at lunch. And, as many reliable authorities,
like your physician or Health teachers, keep telling you, lack of breakfast
leads to bad grades.
This topic was discussed in the National Public Radio’s Morning
Edition. Allison Aubrey commented: “Dozens of studies from as far back
as the 1950s have consistently shown that children who eat breakfast
perform better academically than those who don’t.” In a recent study of
4,000 elementary school students, researchers measured the effects of
eating breakfast by administering a battery of attention tests. To measure
short-term memory, researchers read a series of digits out loud and asked
the children to repeat them. The children were scored on how many digits
they could remember correctly. To test verbal fluency, the kids were
asked to name all the animals they could think of in 60 seconds. Across
the board, Murphy says, “the breakfast eaters performed better than those
who had skipped breakfast.” Now that the problems have been fully addressed, the next important question is: What are the solutions to this?
There are many simple solutions and you’ve probably heard of them before. One common one is making breakfast the night before and placing
it in the refrigerator. When you wake up late, all you have to do is take
it out and eat it. Then again, an even more effective solution is actually
waking up on time. Positive mental thinking and maybe the help of more
than one alarm can help a lot. Take it from someone who has experience
and be good to yourself: Eat breakfast and notice how much better you
feel during the day. --Tenzin Lendey
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5738848 NPR
Morning Edition, “A Better Breakfast Can Boost A Child’s Brainpower”

The Equality of Man and Beast

One of the largest debates of all time is whether or not animals are equal
to humans. Many people feel that animals are inferior to humans because they
have no sense of morality (sense of right and wrong). But how do we know
that? Some people that think that animals are not equal to humans because they
have no souls or thoughts. The term “animal” is sometimes used wrongly as an
insult. Many others, on the other hand, believe that animals do have thoughts
and souls, and just because we can’t see it doesn’t mean it’s absent. Animals can
feel emotions, like humans. They can laugh when they are happy and cry when
they are sad. Take a pet for example; you know how they can show happiness
and love. And look at lab animals; they have been known to cry in pain and misery in their cages. We cannot judge animals if we do not fully understand them.
Human beings are, in fact, a type of animals, but we set ourselves apart from
other species and feel superior to them. We think that we are smarter than other
species, which may be true, but it does not mean that we are better than them.
All species try to survive in their own ways, which is good enough for them, but
not for us.
Many people depend on animals to help them, like guide dogs, or show
animals. Most of the time, these animals can help people understand how they
feel. The owners of these animals usually treat them as equals and partners, especially police animals, or search dogs as they can help and possibly save lives.
Show animals, like the ones at theme parks are also treated well, so they appear
happy during the show (which is another example of animal emotion). Some
animals also treat humans like their species. Overall, animals seem to show the
same traits as humans, so why not treat them like ourselves?
If you have any pets, you understand how they feel. If you have a large
pet, like a cat or dog, you’ve probably treated them like family. You also may
have treated small pets like young children. If people can treat their pets like a
family member, why not the same with wild animals. It’s true we that they may
not be used to us, but we can just leave them alone them, not treat them like
objects for testing or game-killing.
-- Michael Turng

“If having a soul means being able to feel love and loyalty and
gratitude, then animals are better off than a lot of humans.”
– James Herriot

Where do you hang out & why?

Answers can be posted on the Sword & Shield Facebook page
or send to jmmswordn.shield@gmail.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The After School Study Center in
the LMC is now open Monday Thursday from 4-5. Plan to stop in
to finish your homework, work on
final projects or get tutoring help.
For any students interested in rock
climbing, talk to Mr. Holt in the
planetarium.
Bowl for the Cure is on Saturday,
February 27th, 11:30 at Bowl-AVard, 2121 E. Springs Dr. $25
per bowler for 3 games, pizza and
soda, commemorative 2010 Bowl
for the Cure merchandise, random
prizes, $15 of $25 goes to Komen
here in Dane County. See Mrs.
Larkin if interested.
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H1N1 Vaccination Targeted Community Clinic on Monday, December 14, 11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Exhibition Hall at the Alliant Energy Center. See Ms. Heiligenstein
if you have questions.

Students from Memorial are going to Italy & Greece
Summer 2010

Iraq: its history & current condition

Iraq has a complex history that possesses a massive impact on the
Obama presidency and the legacy of the Bush presidency. Although history is considered boring by some, it needs to be considered to judge and
evaluate a country such as this one. In 1979, Saddam Husain became the
new president of Iraq, eventually usurping the “democracy”. On September 20th 1980, Saddam invaded Iran, he destroyed Iran’s infrastructure
and took advantage of Iran’s poor, instable condition. On August 1988,
Iraq ceased fire with Iran and used Western donations and technology to
rebuild, reequip and retrain its army. Iraq was able to use this powerful
army to invade Kuwait on August 2nd, 1990. Iraq’s actions killed thousands with chemical gas and other destructive weapons. In 2003, the US
invaded Iraq after General Colin Powell claimed to have found weapons
of mass destruction located in Iraq. After six years, the US is planning
on leaving Iraq or having a small set of permanent troops stationed there.
We must see the current condition of Iraq and how it’s faring. According to Nationmaster, Iraq ranked as 20th most corrupted government
in the world. This corruption restricts people from doing basic things,
such as obtaining a birth certificate. People have to pay various bribes to
do almost anything that is legally related in such a country. Iraq, however, has vast amounts of “black gold” or oil. The 2009 CIA world factbook
stated in 2009 that Iraq possess almost six times as much oil as the US. In
fact, that may be just proven reserves; there may still be vast oil wealth
underneath those deserts and sands. Unfortunately, regions in the North
have unemployment of around 40% according to ABC News; fortunately
the Total unemployment in Iraq is nearly 18%. In addition, one more
problem we must consider is massive migrations from Iraq to another
country. The 2009 edition of the CIA world factbook again stated that
over 2.4 million people moved from Iraq to other countries due to threats
from terrorist organizations, a large amount of violence or just the desire
to live in raise kids in a peaceful, moral environment. Many of these
people are also educated, leaving Iraq with a brain drain and people it
desperately needs. Iraq will have a difficult time convincing these people
to move back to their motherland.
Finally and foremost, Iraq has problems with terrorist organizations. Due to the Surge and some high level assassinations, many Al
Qaeda soldiers moved to the poor and secure (for the terrorists) North
for security from US soldiers and a populace from which to recruit. A
large number of terrorists already exist but they exist in the North and
therefore the South is not troubled much. Iraq, though, has one advantage
over these terrorists. These terrorists’ organizations such as Al Qaeda and
the Taliban have run out of young adult to middle age populace to recruit
from. Sadly, these organizations are brainwashing children by perverting
Islamic truths and other methods of propaganda. Iraq does have a host of
problems, but also some economic advantages in terms of resources. If
Iraq handles its complicated and enormously difficult situation with skill,
there is a possibility it could be a stable, prosperous democracy.
--Abhilash Sandireddy

Do you want to write for the paper?

We are looking for students to write articles about clubs, sports, activities, student groups, etc. We have had requests from the MENS club and
the MSCR Latin Dance Club. We need students wanting to review music
and movies. Come to the Sword & Shield Monday meetings after school
in the art department computer lab or just send in your articles to
jmmswordn.shield@gmail.com.

The JMM ART Dept. is
hosting a trip for students (and interested parents) for the SUMMER
of 2010 to ITALY and GREECE!
June 20th - July 5th (approximate
dates).
The tour will be flying into
Rome, Italy - and do as Romans
do -- experience history, art, and
Italian culture first hand for 3 days. Then journey down to Pompeii and
Capri and then ferry to Greece. The second half of the trip will be spent
exploring Greek ruins and culture. There is an optional Greek islands 3
day extension trip at the end. The tour participants will be traveling with
an established and respected tour company that offers high school and
college credit for students travel experiences.
If you and your student are interested in more information or
would like to be informed of future meeting dates, please contact
Melissa Winker at melwinks@yahoo.com.

Advertising Rates

The rates below apply to printready ads requiring only minimal
insertion of text.
COST PER AD BY SIZE:
The size of the page is 11”x17”
½ page (8½”X 11”) - $135
½ page (5½”X 17”)- $135
¼ page (2 ¾”X 17) - $75
¼ page (5 ½” X 8 ½”) - $75
¼ page (4 ¼”X 11) - $75
1/8 page (4 ¼” X 5 ½”) - $35
1/8 page (2 ¾” X 8 ½”) - $35
1/16 page (2 ¾” X 4 ¼”)- $20
Full Page Special Offer: For the
back page only- a full 11”x17”
black and white ad is $250.

Ask about discounts for full year, semester or quarter year advertising.
For more information, please email:

jmmswordn.shield@gmail.com

Email school events to be added
to the “It’s in the planner...plus”
to jmmswordn.shield@gmail.

